Cookies Policy
This website uses cookies in order to offer our users the best experience. The information obtained by
cookies are saved in the browser you use and have the purpose to ensure certain important functions,
such as user recognition to the following visits and understanding the way our visitors use the website.
We can thus identify those sections of the website you are most interested in, and we can create and
improve our content based on these information.
You can manage the cookies settings by using the left-down button from every page of the website.
Cookies are small-size text files that can be used by websites to make their utilization more efficient to
the consumers.
The law provides that we can store cookies on your device in the case that these features are strictly
necessary for this site’s functioning. For all the other types of cookies we need your permission.
This website uses different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by the third-party services that are
displayed on our pages.
Types of cookies that we use
Necessary cookies
The necessary cookies should always be activated, so that we could save your preferences selected in
the settings section. List of the necessary cookies that we make use of:
moove_gdpr_popup: it stores the consent of the user for the domain in use with regard to the accept
or refuse of cookies employment.
wordpress_test_cookie: it is used to check if your browser supports cookies.
The necessary cookies help to make a website work, by activating basic functions such as page
navigation and the access to the secured areas of the website. The website cannot function properly
without these cookies.
You can update the cookies settings at any time, by using the button below.
Cookies settings
This website uses cookies in order to offer our users the best experience. The information obtained by
cookies are saved in the browser you use and have the purpose to ensure certain important functions,
such as user recognition to the following visits and understanding the way our visitors use the website.
We can thus identify those sections of the website you are most interested in, and we can create and
improve our content based on these information.
You can manage cookies setting by using the options on the right.
Necessary cookies
Necessary cookies should always be activated, so that we could save your preferences selected in the
settings section. If you choose to disable these cookies, we won’t longer be able to keep your

preferences. This means that each time you access our website you will have to activate or disable the
cookies again.
Cookies policy
Cookies are small-size text files that can be used by websites to make their utilization more efficient to
the consumers.
The law provides that we can store cookies on your device in the case that these features are strictly
necessary for this site’s functioning. For all the other types of cookies we need your permission.
Please consult the cookies policy on the website form more information.

